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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

JavaScript is a popular scripting language that is particularly useful for client-side programming together with HTML
/XML on the Web. As JavaScript programs become more
complex and large, separation of concerns at the implementation level is a signicant challenge. Aspect orientation has been a well known concept to realize improved
separation; however, existing mechanisms require modications in the target modules for aspect weaving in JavaScript
(i.e., not "complete" separation). In this paper, we propose
an Aspect-Oriented JavaScript framework, named "AOJS",
which realizes the complete separation of aspects and other
core modules in JavaScript. AOJS can specify function
executions, variable assignments and le initializations in
JavaScript programs as the joinpoints of aspects. Moreover, AOJS guarantees the complete separation of aspects
and core program modules by adopting a proxy-based architecture for aspect weaving. By utilizing these features,
we conrmed that AOJS oers improved modiability and
extendability for JavaScript programming.

Web servers and corresponding application servers are
the common infrastructures for business services, government/public services and community services. To enhance
the usability of the service applications or realize the richclient applications mainly on the web, the client-side scripts
have been widely accepted because the scripts are processed
on each client (usually web browser) independently from the
corresponding web servers.
JavaScript (ECMAScript[1]) is a popular scripting language that is particularly useful for client-side programming together with HTML/XML on the Web. In JavaScript
programming, there are many concerns that cannot be encapsulated and separated into independent modules due to
the limitation of JavaScript's modularization mechanism.
Such crosscutting concerns in JavaScript include both of
conventional (language independent) concerns such as logging, and language specic ones such as Ajax (asynchronous
JavaScript and XML)-based functions.
For example, when conducting a beta-test (informal acceptance test) of a typical web application with JavaScript
program, it might be necessary to log all value changes of
specic variables in script les used on multiple web pages,
and send each log to remote sever at runtime by asynchronous
communications because of variety of web client environments such as browsers and OSs.
Embedding remote-logging function codes into each location where variable assignments will take place is the traditional way for adding such logging to the original program.
However since such additional code scatters on many locations and tangle with other concerns' codes, the maintainability of the program will decrease signicantly.
To solve the scattering and tangling problems in JavaScript
programming for the web client development, we propose an
Aspect-Oriented JavaScript programming framework, named
"AOJS", which realizes the complete separation of aspects
and other core modules in JavaScript. Below, we rst introduce several conventional frameworks and their problems.
Next we explain our new framework and how it solves these
problems. Finally, we report a result of experimental evaluations and draw a conclusion from the result.
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2.

PROBLEMS IN CONVENTIONAL FRAMEWORKS

1. The client requests web pages with JavaScript programs to the server via HTTP.

To encapsulate and separate realizations of such crosscut2. The reverse proxy fetches the target web pages with
ting concerns into independent modules, there are several
JavaScript programs from the existing web server.
Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP[2]) frameworks for JavaScript.
3. The reverse proxy passes the JavaScript programs to
Conventional AOP frameworks for JavaScript can be dithe weaver. The weaver weaves JavaScript code fragvided into two types: (a) weaving JavaScript codes as HTML
ments (advices) into the appropriate locations (joinhandlers to HTML elements that have specic id/name atpoints) in original JavaScript programs, and returns
tributes (such as Aspectjs[3] and Cerny.js[4]), and (b) weavthe results to the reverse proxy. These advices and
ing JavaScript codes to JavaScript codes by using the JavaScript
joinpoints are specied in the aspect le in the XML
language mechanism (such as Dojo[5], Ext JS[6], Yahoo! UI
format.
library[7] and Google Ajaxpect[8]).
However there are several problems in conventional frame4. The reverse proxy returns the web pages and the JavaScript
works:
programs with aspects to the client.
• P1 : Regarding all of conventional frameworks, it is
necessary to modify the target program to include extended library and/or describe aspects in itself. It
leads to incomplete separation between aspects (additional codes and rules for weaving) and the target
programs.
• P2 : None of conventional frameworks can ensure the
consistency between original programs and the ones
with aspects weaved. In other words, conventional
frameworks allow programmers to modify original JavaScript
programs after the programmers weave aspects into
the programs and deploy them on a Web server. Such
possibility of incompatibleness leads to the maintainability and reliability problems.

5. The client runs the JavaScript programs in the web
pages.
AOJS server
Client
(5)

AOJS: ASPECT-ORIENTED JAVASCRIPT
PROGRAMMING FRAMEWORK

To solve the above-mentioned problems P1 ∼ P3 we propose AOJS in below. AOJS is based on the proxy architecture for weaving aspects and the joinpoint model[9] for specifying program locations where the aspects will be weaved.

3.1

Proxy-based runtime weaving

AOJS realize the complete separation of aspects and target programs by the proxy-based runtime weaving. This design solves the problem P2 in addition to P1 ; AOJS always
ensures the consistency between programs and the ones with
aspects weaved by the proxy. Moreover the client does not
have to consider AOP nor the weaving process when requesting web pages with JavaScript programs; it is only necessary
to know the proxy's URL.
Figure 1 shows the architecture of AOJS. AOJS is realized
as a server that communicates with web clients that request
web pages via HTTP and web servers that store/provide
original web pages and JavaScript programs. AOJS server
consists of two parts: the reverse proxy for judging necessity of weaving and redirecting requests/outputs, and the
weaver for weaving. We implemented the reverse proxy by
using Perl because of its simplicity for implementing such
proxy tool, and the weaver by using Java with JavaCC[10]
for parsing and modifying JavaScript programs.
Runtime behavior of AOJS is as follows:

(4)

Reverse
proxy
(2)

(3)

Weaver
Aspects including weaving rules
and advices (code fragments)

Web server
Original
JavaScript
Program

• P3 : None of conventional frameworks can specify the
location where variable assignments take place as joinpoints for weaving JavaScript codes.

3.

(1)

Other files

Figure 1: Architecture of AOJS

3.2

Practical pointcuts

To solve the remaining problem P3 , we design AOJS to
deal with the following pointcuts including the variable assignment:
• Variable assignments: AOJS allows programmers to
specify any variable assignment as a joinpoint by using
the pointcut <var>.

Figure 2 shows an example of the aspect le using the
variable assignment pointcut targeting the Fibonacci
program shown in Figure 3. The fourth line (<var
varname="/b_gen_1/ret">) in Figure 2 species all
of assignment locations for the variable ret dened in
the function b_gen_1 (the fourth line in Figure 3).
In AOJS, target variables can be specied with their
scope hierarchies by using '/'. Since JavaScript is a
dynamic and weakly typed language, we designed the
variable assignment pointcut to specify target variables by variable names with the context hierarchy
(NOT using types).
• Function executions: AOJS allows programmers to
specify any function execution as a joinpoint by using the pointcut <function>.

For example, the 16th line in Figure 2 species the
execution location of the function b_gen_2 (the execution raised by the 24th line in Figure 3).





<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<aspectsetting>
<initializeFile>init.js</initializeFile>
<var varname="/b_gen_1/ret">
<before><![CDATA[window.alert("/ret@before: " + ret
+ "<br />");]]></before>
<after><![CDATA[window.alert("/ret@after: " + ret
+ "<br />");]]></after>
</var>
<var varname= "/y">
<before><![CDATA[document.write("/y@before: " + y
+ "<br />");]]></before>
<after><![CDATA[document.write("/y@after: " + y
+ "<br />");]]></after>
</var>
<function functionname = "/b_gen_2">
<before><![CDATA[var beg = (new Date()).getTime();]]>
</before>
<after><![CDATA[var end=(new Date()).getTime();
sendLog( __retvalue__ + ", " + (end - beg) + "ms");]]>
</after>
</function>
</aspectsetting>



• Initializations: AOJS allows programmers to specify
the beginning part of the target JavaScript le as a
joinpoint by using the pointcut <initializeFile>.

3.3

Aspects

AOJS allows programmers to write the before-advices (specied by <before> in Figure 2) and the after-advices (<after>) for any variable assignment and any function execution. Moreover, it is possible to weave any additional codes
into the location where the initialization pointcuts specify.
• The before-advice means the additional codes that will
run just before its corresponding joinpoint. For example, the fth line in Figure 2 species that the following statement ("window.alert(...)") will run before any
variable assignment of the variable ret.
• Similarly, the after-advice means the additional codes
that will run just after its corresponding joinpoint.

Finally, in AOJS, all of described pointcuts and advices
are encapsulated into an aspect le in the form of XML, like
shown in Figure 2.

 3.4

Weaving process

AOJS's weaver uses a code template (shown in Figure 4)
for code replacement. The template conducts the following
four steps:

Figure 2: Aspect le in XML format

1. Executes <before>


var x = 0; var y = 1;
function b_gen_1() {
var dummy, ret;
ret = x + y; x = y;
dummy = y = ret;
return ret;
}
var z = 1;
function b_gen_2() {
function b_2(x) {
if(x <= 0) { return 1; }
else if(x == 1) { return 1; }
else { return b_2(x-1)+b_2(x-2); }
}
return b_2(z++);
}
function b_1() {
var ret; ret = 100; y = 200;
for(var i = 0; i < 30; ++i)
document.form1.result.value = b_gen_1();
}
function b_2() {
for(var i = 0; i < 30; ++i)
document.form2.result.value = b_gen_2();
}





2. Executes <target>, and stores the return value of the
<target> expression into the temporal variable
__retvalue__
3. Executes <after>
4. Returns the value stored in __retvalue__
By using the code template, the weaving process consists
of the following two steps: Firstly, the weaver recognizes
all of program locations where the described pointcuts specify by parsing the target JavaScript program les and aspect
les. Secondly, for each location (joinpoint), the weaver generates the code for replacement based on the template, and
replaces the original code to the code for replacement.
Figure 5 shows the example of weaving when a variable
assignment has been specied as a joinpoint, and Figure 6
shows that when a function execution has been specied. In
each gure, the code portion surrounded by the dashed line
will be replaced by the code for replacement based on the
template. These replacements add new behavior into the
target program while keeping the original functionality.





Figure 3: Fibonacci calculation program in JavaScript (excerpt)



(function(){
<before>
var __retvalue__= <target>;
<after>
return __retvalue__;
}) ();



Figure 4: Code template



Target JavaScript program

function fib_gen_1() {
var dummy, ret;
ret = x + y; x = y;
dummy = y = ret;
return ret;
}

Aspect

Code for replacement based on the template

(function(){
window.alert("/ret@before: "
+ ret + "<br />");
var __retvalue__= ret = x + y;
window.alert("/ret@after: "
+ ret + "<br />");
return __retvalue__;})();

Joinpoint specification by using the pointcut

<var varname="/fib_gen_1/ret">
<before>
<![CDATA[window.alert("/ret@before:"+ret+"<br/>");]]>
</before>
<after>
<![CDATA[window.alert("/ret@after:"+ret+"<br/>");]]>
</after>
</var>

Figure 5: Weaving mechanism for variable assignment

Target JavaScript program

Code for replacement based on the template

document.form2.result (function() {
.value = fib_gen_2(); var beg=(new Date()).getTime();
var __retvalue__ = fib_gen_2();
var end=(new Date()).getTime();
sendLog( __retvalue__ + ", "
+ (end - beg) + "ms");
return __retvalue__; })();

Aspect

<function functionname = "/fib_gen_2">
<before>
<![CDATA[var beg = (new Date()).getTime();]]>
</before>
<after>
<![CDATA[var end = (new Date()).getTime();
sendLog( __retvalue__ +", "+(end-beg)+ "ms");]]>
</after>
</function>

Figure 6: Weaving mechanism for function execution

4.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS

We conducted some experimental evaluations regarding
the functionality and runtime performance of AOJS, under
the following environments:
• AOJS server: AMD Athlon 3500+，4GB Memory，Debian/GNU Linux 4.0r3，Apache 2.2.3，Squid 2.6
• Client: Intel Core2Duo U7500，2GB Memory，Ubuntu
Desktop 8.04

4.1

Functionality

To conrm the functionality of AOJS, we conducted a simple experiment. We tried to add a remote logging functionality to the Fibonacci program (shown in Figure 3) without
any modication on the original program.
This addition has been realized by only writing a small aspect shown in Figure 2, deploying the aspect on the AOJS
server and accessing to the AOJS server (instead of the original web server). Figure 7 shows the time log le obtained
remotely and asynchronously from a web client by accessing
to the AOJS server.
From this experiment, we conrmed that AOJS enables
the complete separation between aspects and target origi-

nal JavaScript programs because the functionality addition
has been realized without any modication on the target Fibonacci program. Moreover, we conrmed that AOJS has
enough ability to specify joinpoints including variable assignments.
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Figure 7: The time log le obtained by executing the Fibonacci calculation program with the logging aspect (excerpt)

4.2

Runtime performance and the revised architecture

From the viewpoint of the practicality, the runtime performance of the AOJS server is crucial because (a) good
response time is often required for typical web applications,
and (b) JavaScript programs are sometimes originally used
for improving the usability of the target applications; the
AOJS server should not decrease the runtime performance
signicantly.
To conrm the runtime performance of AOJS, we measured the throughput and response time when obtaining
the web page containing the Fibonacci calculation program
with/without aspects. Table 1 shows the obtained performance results when the Apache Benchmark Tool as the web
client requested the same page totally 105 times.
In Table 1, we conrmed that the throughput and response time of the case where the aspect has been weaved
decreased signicantly compared with the case where no aspect has been weaved. It is because the weaving process will
take place at each request time, and the process consumed
550ms for weaving the aspect to the Fibonacci program.
To solve this performance problem, we re-designed the architecture of AOJS (shown in Figure 8) by adding a cache
proxy in front of the reverse proxy, and modifying the reverse
proxy to notify the recent update of aspects/pages/programs
to the cache proxy. We implemented the cache proxy by using Squid[11]. By using the cache proxy, the weaving process
takes place only at the rst request time while the target web
pages, included JavaScript programs and aspects remain unchanged.
As shown in Table 1, the runtime performance of AOJS
with the cache proxy improved signicantly; the throughput and response time (median value) of the case where the
aspect has been weaved with the usage of the cache proxy
became almost the same values as those of the case where
no aspect has been weaved. Therefore it is conrmed that
AOJS with the cache proxy can be used practically from the
viewpoint of the runtime performance. As our future work,
we will try to integrate the weaver to the web server and
compare its performance with the current proxy-based one.

5. RELATED WORK
Regarding JavaScript, there are several existing AOP frameworks as mentioned in section 2, such as Aspectjs and Cerny.js.
However none of these frameworks can realize the complete

Table 1: Performance measurement results
Measurement
Throughput [times/sec]
Response time [median; msec]

No aspects and no cache proxy
1232
0

AOJS server
Client

Cache
proxy

Reverse
proxy

Weaver
Aspects including weaving rules
and advices (code fragments)

Web server
Original
JavaScript
Program

Other files

Figure 8: Revised architecture with the cache proxy
separation, and specify the location where variable assignments take place as joinpoints.
AjaxScope is a proxy-based approach for performing onthe-y instrumentation of JavaScript code[12]. It can rewrite
any JavaScript abstract syntax tree nodes by new instrumentation code such as the performance proling. Its fundamental mechanism is very similar to our framework. However it is not an AOP framework; it is unclear how easy to
dene a new aspect (called "policy" in AjaxScope) corresponding to programmers' concerns.
Regarding other languages for web development, Stamey
et al proposed an AOP environment for PHP language,
called AOPHP[13]. Although its mechanism of weaving aspect at the request time is similar to our framework, its
language target and possible joinpoints are dierent from
our framework.

6.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We built a new AOP framework for JavaScript programming, called AOJS. AOJS are useful to modularize crosscutting concerns in JavaScript programs, such as logging and
Ajax mechanisms. By adapting proxy-based architecture for
aspect weaving, AOJS guarantees the complete separation of
aspects and target programs; it leads to the consistency between programs and the ones with aspects weaved by AOJS.
It is also easy to weave/remove aspects at runtime by only
changing the URL for accessing. These features have not
been achieved by any conventional framework/research in
JavaScript.
As the result of experimental evaluations, we conrmed
that AOJS enables the complete separation of aspects and
target programs, and has enough ability to specify joinpoints
including variable assignments. Moreover, it is possible to
improve runtime performance by adding the cash proxy.
As our future works, we have a plan to extend AOJS to
cover other joinpoints (such as function calls), and to deal
with the around advice[9]. Moreover we will evaluate the
usefulness of AOJS for larger-scale web-based applications.

Aspect and no cashe proxy
1.77
560

Aspect and the cash proxy
1327
1
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